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was also obviously at first sight a dour, pugnacious
fighter. That, and what I can only call his mysterious
hinterland. There was a MacDonald whom no one,
not even his closest friends, would ever know, a
MacDonald whose eyes were fixed on other worlds
than this. He said guardedly that afternoon that
there might be a future for the intellectual worker in
the Party, but that he would have to fight for it.
At present the Party was under the narrowest trade
union domination; many of the leaders did not
want even him back in Parliament.
My first glimpse of the Party in the flesh, in the
shape of a number of its members sitting round a
table, had followed soon after that lunch. It was at
one of those fussy Advisory Committees which all
Parties proliferate from time to time. Waiting for
the London train I had met Lady Mary Murray on
the platform and she had been obviously surprised
to hear where I was going. " I didn't know you were
of that way of thinking." Unfashionable opinions
were no passport to Lady Murray's bad books; she
had spent her life championing the oppressed in too
many quarters of the globe; and only the other day
I had seen her rattling a collecting box in the dust
and heat on behalf of the starving children of
Central Europe, in a chattering stream of Eight
Week pleasure-makers. But Lady Mary had known
me for some while, and her evident surprise at the
object of my journey reminded me with a slight
shock that perhaps I should appear a rather exotic
oarsman in this new galley. I was specially careful
about my tailor in those days; maybe this Advisory
Committee would prove to be a roomful of lean and

